Patterns of disease in localized extranodal lymphomas.
The site of origin of lymphoid tissue is an important determinant of lymphocyte migration patterns. The association of gastrointestinal (GI) and Waldeyer's ring lymphoma and the unique lymphocyte migration pattern of gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) have been previously described. To establish whether predictive clinical patterns of disease occur in localized Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, survival and relapse patterns for 496 patients with stage I and II non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) treated with loco-regional irradiation (XRT) alone were examined. We identified 139 patients with GALT lymphoma (defined as arising from primitive gut and including Waldeyers' ring, thyroid, and GI lymphomas) and 87 patients with extranodal non-gut-associated lymphoma (ENL). Survival and relapse data were assessed in multifactorial analysis to correct for previously identified other prognostic variables. GALT lymphomas (GALT-L) have a survival advantage compared with other ENL (P = .017) independent of stage and histology. A difference in distant relapse (DR) rate between GALT-L and other ENL (P = .0002) was also identified. The presentation site of localized extranodal NHL is predictive of clinical behavior and is an independent determinant of outcome. This may be an expression of lymphocytic origin and determinants of migration patterns.